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. o IONIZING RADIATIONS AND THE HUTJÄN ORGANISMS 

THE SEARCH FOR MEANS OF PROTECTION AGAINSTRADIATIOK CONTAME&TICN 

-USSR .- . 

[Following is a translation of an article lay Professor 
B» N* Tarusov in the Russian-language periodical - - 
Prlroda (Nature), Moscow, Volo k9» Wo« % March i960, 

^Progressive scientists the world wer are working inten-: 
sively to develop effective measures for protecting the human ; ;. 
organism against penetrating radiation» Projects are being 
pursued on an extensive scale with regard to so^c&l&fld chemical 
protection or prophylaxis -~ut3.1isabion of the property of sotae ' 
chemical substances«} when introduced prior to irradiation, to  ; ; 
abate radiation '-contamination« ••:'?        -       -.•■*?■ ;\-k: 

The well-known Belgian scientist, Academician Z • ■ M«, Bacq, 
and others, consider that the mechanism of prophylactic protec- 
tion can be explained on the basis of a theoiy of indirect radi- 
ation effect, [see Note]* Other investigators (B, N» Tarusoy'.■.';,... 
arid others) deem that ah important part in radiation contamina-\ > ^ 
tion is played by radio-chemical, reactions originating in "Kbie .'-... 
organic substances of cell and tissue, and that this brings 
about the protective effect* The present article examines the   / 
principle theses of this research. [Kotes See Friroda, No« 9, 
1959, pages 33-38.] • • 

The Mechanism of Radiation Contamination  ; 

Due to their high radicchemical activity, nuclear radia- 
tions have a strongly destructive effect upon organisms. Their  i 
destruction, particularly of the highest ones, is brought about 
by even negligibly email doses of radiation energy. It has bsah 
computed that no more than one ten-billionth of all the molecuies 
contained in the living cells of. an organism need be directly   r 

affected for that organism to be destroyed. In distinction from 
ultraviolet and the other types of radiation, absorption of the  : 
nuclear radiations depends not on the molecular structure of a 
substance^ but merely on its atomic weight which, for the majority 
of elements comprising the molecules of living; cells, is more or..".'. 
lessuniform and comparatively low. 
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In the course of the interaction of radiation energy with 
the tissues of an organism, chemical reactions arise -which, 
after a single act of direct irradiation, draw into the process 
of contamination an enormous number of molecules. The degree 
of contamination is so great that it leads to disruption of the 
coordinated interrelationship of the various metabolic processes 
of the organims, and then to its general breakdown. 

Chain Reactions After Radiation Action 

Active chemical products, formed during the act of direct 
irradiation, are the reason for the development of reactions 
with high ion yields„ 

Judging by the nature of their development, these primary 
radiochemical reactions in the cells a\id tissues of organisms 
belong" to the so-called type of chain''reaction. A characteristic 
feature of such reactions is the fact that they develop with con- 
tinuous acceleration, and at first, while their rate of growbh 
is small, they are difficult to detect. A principal role in the 
origin of chain reactions is played by highly active radicals, 
peroxides, and ions, possessing great energy, -which originate 
under the influence of radiation. The theory of these reactions, 
which play a large role in various fields of chemistry, has, 
as is well known, been developed by Academician N..N. Semenov» 
The active products originating in the first stage are capable 
of evoking forms of molecular decomposition in which the same 
active products are formed again (regenerated). Therefore the 
process can develop continuously, repeating itself after brief 
direct irradiation. As a result of the development of such 
chains, the initially insignificant damage increases and leads 
to radiation sickness., Direct proof exists that, with the ac- 
tion of ionizing radiations on the tissue of an organism, che- 
mically active radicals form in it; they have been detected in 
amino acids and albumins by direct methods of paramagnetic 
resonance [see Note 1]. The appearance of free radicals in yeast 
cells has been established at low temperatures.' At the present 
time, a rather large number of experiments ha3 already been 
carried out showing that, after irradiation, organic peroxide 
compounds form in animal tissues? these peroxide compounds, which 
are chemically highly active, can cause chain oxidation reactions 
[see Note 2], It is possible to interrupt the development of 
radiation contamination and,, consequently, of the radiochemical 
reactions, if these free radicals and peroxides are bound and 
rendered harmless. (Note 1: See Biofizika [Biophysics], Vol. 3, 
No. 1, 195>'8, p. 87.) (Note 2t See Voprosy Pitaniya [Problems of 
Nutrition], No. h$ 19$8,  pp. 60-6U.) 



Chemical Pgytectiqn ;:-'..- - ■ 

Already In the 19U05s it became known that some sulfur^ 
containing compounds (cysteine, glutathione, thlourea) protest 
albomin 'against coagulation •when it is acted upon by x-rays. 
It was soon established that, when added to bacterial cultures ,:, 
(immediately prior to irradiation), these samercompotinds raise ;r 
tha sitrrlvai factor [vyshivayemost91 of the cul tares. It-was ,.,:-.v. 
alTsrc established that, when introdiacod into animals immediately 
prior to irradiation, these compounds increase the -animals'.-, ; 

resistance^! This so-called prophylactic effect attracted sci^ 
eirbists' attention. : Besidescysteine and glutathione, the pro- :v 

phylactic effect is also attained through the use cf other sulfur-, 
containing-compounds,Prophylactic action has been :showh also . -;j, 
by many amino compounds —■ hisbamine, methylamine,, tvyptamine   ~, 
[triptamin], sulfothordne [serotonin], some cyano-compounds 
[nokotoryye tsianistyye soyedineniyajs and compounds from the  ; : 
morphine group. It has turned out that many natural organic . 
compounds, for instance adrenaline, some antibiotics — aurep- 
mycin, tetracyclene [tetratsiklin] — also afford pi-otective   . 
action in case of irradiations Considerable attention has been 
attracted by the preparation ^-mercaptoethylamine, proposed ., 
by Z0 M. Bacqj its effectiveness has been found to be higher . 
than that of the other compounds. .■- ^ •    t : a - 

The Role of Oxygen ■>.: j;.-\":^:::-.; •■:•',;. ,wr 

Along with this., it has been established that reduction - 
of the oxygen" pressure*, iae«, creating in the tissues and cells 
of the organism an insufficiency of oxygen (anoxia), exerts   - 
during irradiation ä pi-otectiveeffect of the same order as ..,-,-- 
with employment of ths above-indicated chemical prophylactic :- 
measures.--"The English researchers J. Grey and K. Peterson v c;, 
have established that-some substances, which influence the ■• 
respiratory centers in the brain and retard -their action,-in- ,;: 
this manlier create a'tissue anoxia and at the same time exert, 
a protective effect. Some researchers have shown, on the basis 
of"bacteria, that with the development of anoxia neither cysteine. 
nor ß -m^rcaptoetbyiamine'will increase the, protective effect. 
With reduction of the oxygen pressure to, the level ofthe maximum 
protective effect, both cysteine and ^-mercäptöethyiamine be- 
come Inactive and"evoke no supplementary- augmentation of the 
protective effect-. This indicates that the action of protective 
chemical compounds and the.protective effect of anoxia: have 
something in common. 
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Direct and Indirect Effect 

Grounds exist for supposing that the action of protec- 
tive substances consists in tho suppression of oxidation processes 
evoked in the tissues by radiation. According to the prevail- 
ing theory of indirect effect3 the biological effect of ioniz- 
ing radiation consists in the fact that under its influence, 
active radicals and hydrogen peroxide form in the water con- 
stituent of the tissue cell3 of the organism. In connection 
•with this, Z. M. Bacq has proposed the hypothesis that the 
action mechanism of prophylactic substances can be reduced to 
a suppression of this process. In the various radiochemical 
reactions which take place in dilute aqueous solutions, water 
radicals and their peroxides play a considerable part. However, 
with a rise in the concentration of organic substance to 10$ 
and above, the part played by the water radicals and peroxides 
diminishes sharply, and there begins to predominate the so- 
called direct effect, in which the decisive part in radiation 
contamination is played by the radicals and peroxides forming 
in the substance itself« 

The indirect-effect theory completely fails to take in- 
to account the fact that the substances of which cell3 are 
built (albumins, carbohydrates, fats) are also susceptible to 
radiation: under its influence, active organic radicals and 
peroxides originate in these substances. Experiments have 
disclosed that when fatty substances (biolipids) are irradiated, 
80 times the quantity of active peroxides is formed in them, as 
under the same conditions in water. With the action of radi- 
ations on aqueous solutions of high-molecular-weight polymer 
compounds (meta-acrylate3), there takes place polymerization 
(the formation of high-molecular-weight compounds), which is 
connected with water radicals. Z. M. Bacq and B. Alexander 
[see Note] have shown that a certain interdependence exists 
between the ability to protect a model from polymerization and 
the ability to protect an animal under irradiation. However, 
the correspondence is far from complete. For example, cyano- 
compounds and certain aminos, which provide a protective effect 
for animals, do not manifest this effect on the described 
physico-chemical models. (Note: Cf. Z. Bacq, B. Alexander. 
Fundamentals of Radioblology, 19!?5> *) 
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ThsJ^r^ctiVe If feet, of Atöicxjdänts   "■'■■"■   ' ^^^! ■■'--". 

The supposition has 'bbiar expressed by US that such a 
divergence 'betwe^r';cfce' protective effect observed in '•■■the c^sso/..:;:; 
of ■aqueous. models* .and that pertaining tö antnialäj :'is ^explained 'V;,-.- 
by the fact that ;;;ästlve. ^b^diaihg radicals and-peroxides are I 
formed ''hot only in water, :and/that hot only 'they determine the o; ;- 
development of radiation' contamination"," :Ma^r investigations m*■ >•;.■ 
have by how been published^ that, ,o: c   / 
chemical protection against Ionizing radiohscan be effected ;    ;r -- 
on dry objects ay 'well.,Observations•by the scientist Faleiiter:   ' 
[?3 of spores' of the bacteria Bacillus SubtilisV thoroughly ■; 
desiccated aVhigti pro?;sure 'in*a vacuum iWicT*-- probably    ;  'io :':■'■: 
should read ""at high teisperatüre Ina vacuum" ;~- translator]* •;-';;: 
show that':reduc-Bion of:;^e ö^gen pressuferduring irradiation     --M: 
exerts .the.sane kind of protective effect oh these spores as'   ;   :* . 
on normal"livini'organismär The addition of protective sub-        • ■ )v 
stances to high^olecular^eigHt polymer compounds ihr a com-™ ■   ; 
pletely dry state protected'them from destruction by ionizing :'v—,r: 
radiations» '■' other 'scientists have^ -however £ noted that in :,      -< ■-.-.■- 
some case|lincreaöingyfröii1% to 10$ the quahtity'of water1'in ;.;:; r'v 
wheat seeds nöt^hly does hot augment,;büt oh'ther contrary'"     • io:-; 
dimiaishes their' sensitivity.   "': •■~   , - '   •■•'  -'':•'•'>:.■'       .•■        -; "k 

The protective effect of oxygen insufficiency is;an in- ■■•::;/*;; 
dication;bf thes fact thWoHdattM'reactionsi'of a nature un^rx   f 
usual for: normal mstaläoH^ and tissue s;ub~t   - j 
stances of b that the   .;v>r:vf; 
majority bf substähees;affording^ 
one coniindn ßtbijertyj they.r etard the development of oxidizing : T >r 
reactions;1 'iccbrdiiigto their propertiess prophylactic sub- : 1 v' 
stances are" aritibiidahts' which'bind the free radicals and thus ; /', 
restrict the possibility of ;th"e'^ development of- chain'reactions»; ;...:■; ■;■ 
These reactions:■ develop in'fätty substi^cös; (liöids) which play T! 
an important part in ceil structuresi and in -nucleotides'and". ; .'c;;? 
possibly, in some of the other component substances of a cell« 

.   The'ahtibxidant: effect''öf^ 
ability tb; "bind the intermediate products 'of oxidizing reactions/,■ ■>■-, 
which are'very'cb^exj'ahd in'this manner to cut off their~b.^rbrr'bt 
development.'  The ihtermedia%e" prbdiictsy a reduction' in whose in- 
activity evc&öär itäiibition and a' breakoff of the chain reactions ' 
vary as to their eharic^ selection ^of     :

:'KV- 
antioxidants also 'varies with different kinds ;of tissues) Noti cq. , •:. 
all substances wh^^ possess reducing properties f.;,;, 
will also manifest ahtioMdantbff^ some substrata»   f;"/" ;- 
oxidation'reactions are inhibited by substances which oxidize. - ;;o ; 
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There are many instances -where the very same substance, acting 
unon substrata with nearly like properties, will in one case 
inhibit an oxidation reaction and in another reinforce it. 
Aniline, for instance, inhibits an oxidation reaction in oleic 
acid and activates it in linoleic acid. 

Research, carried out on animal-tissue llpids and on 
various fats, has shown that the correlation (interdependence) 
between the ability of compounds to Inhibit chain oxidation 
reactions, and their ability to exert a prophylactic effect, 
is much more complete than in the case of models where the 
principal role is played by water radicals. 

Reduction of the oxygen content retards the develop- 
ment of oxidation reactions in case of the direct end the in- 
direct effect of radiation, on lipid models and on models where 
this effect is brought about by water radicals! in accordance 
with this, it protects the organism against ionizing radia- 
tions. It has been shown that a protective effect is manifested, 
for organisms capable of enduring high oxygen concentrations 
(yeast [see Note]), not only with a reduction in the concen- 
tration of oxygen but also with its increase above 300 mm 
(Figure 1). This phenomenon is not reproducible in aqueous 
models. With an increase in oxygen pressure, the formation 
of peroxide solutions in water increases continuously and at- 
tains saturation. In a lipid model, the foimation of organic 
peroxides under radiation is inhibited both with a reduction 
in the oxygen pressure, and with its increase over a certain 
threshold.' This phenomenon may be explained by the character- 
istic features of oxidation reactions which take place in ac- 
cordance with the chain mechanism. It has been established 
by Academician N. N. Semenov and his pupils that in oxidation 
reactions of this type, which are accompanied by chain rami- 
fication,1 inhibition is noted both for a decrease and for an 
increase in the oxygen pressure (upper- and lower limit). 
(Notes See Biofisika (Biophysics), Vol. 3, No. 1, 1958.) 

Antioxidant activity with respect to lipids is char- 
acteristic to a majority of the compounds Which manifest a 
prophylactic effects this compounds (cysteine, ß -mercapto- 
ethylamine* thiouronlc compounds, etc.), many amino compounds, 
phenols, etc However, there are some compounds which do 
not seem to fit into this scheme. It has, for instance, been 
noted that a prophylactic effect is manifested by cyano- 
compounds [see Note 1]# However, they do not in a direct 
sense act as antioxidants and do not retard the formation of 
peroxides in water and in pure lipids. Their capacity for 
restraining oxidation reactions manifests itself only when 
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these reactions are catalyzed (accelerated) by heavy metals.  ; 
The siipposition has been expressed [see Note 2] that, in the 
oxidation reactions evo&od Igr. radiationa a large catalytic ; i; ; 
role is playedby. iron<n-This eatalysi3 apparently does not ., 
deterndne the entire primaryjradiation effect, but it u^-;,.:,, 
questionably plays a part in the primary processes of radia« \ ;, 
tion contamination. -This is graphically illustrated by a .; 
prophylactic experiment, ITnen traces of iron ions ai*e added   v 

to lipids, cyano- compounds manifest' a protective effect and   ".' 
act on these models as ran antioxidant, [Note 1. See the col- 
lected works of the UFAN [Ural'skiy Filial Akademii Hauls — : 
Urals Branch of the (USSR) .Academy of Sciences] Biophysics 
Laboratory s Biofisik^, Vol. 2, No. 1, 1957») -(Note 2.. S.eo .,. 
Voprosy radio~biologii '■ [Problems of Radiobiology39 ?ol. 23; 
-1957./ --■ v;;':- ■."■".•'•:r v.:'-:. "'7''-'' '•";': ' '•■'":-":"'       •■■"'•'■ ■'■'' 'r" 

Physiological;Protection 

; Z, HE. Bacq long ago discovered that some aminbs which "J: 

do not act as antioxldahts, or do so to but a small degree?  .\;. 
exert a prophylactic effect. Among such substances, are/hista- 
mine, phenyl ethylamine; adrenalin and, in particular, trypta- 
mine [   3 and its derivative sulfuthonine [   ; }o Although 
these substances manifest no sharply defined antioxidant proper- 
ties -with^ respect to' a lipid model, they exert' a fair prophy- 
lactic effect on higher animals i Their action is not distin- 
guished by that universality which characterizes the protec- ;: . 
tive substances possessing an antioxidant function? they are 
ineffective with respect to the protection of unicellular organ- 
isms«, On the basis of a study of the protective-action mech- 
anism of tryptamine [ :■;.:■ ■] and sulfothonine [   %  researchers 
came to the conclusion, already several years ago, that their ,{ 
protective effect is connected with another mechanism. ;, Both ,; ^: 
compo-iaxds suppress cellular respiration, particularly in /the 
cells cf the braih and of the respiratory center, as a result , 
of which oxygen impoverishment takes place in the tissues.  ,, 
This has been" satisfactorily proven by experiments wherein, . ; ■ 
simultaneously with the introduction of tryptamine [   ] and 
other substances into.the organism of animals $ the quantity of 
oxygen in their tissues was determined by the poiarographlc ,.-.:.'■.,,, 
method. It was established that, under the action of these -..;. 
substances; ;oxygen content in the tissues is reduced, tliis re- 
duction being of the same order as in experiments where pro-  ' 
teotion against radiation contamination was brought about through 
a reduction of oxygen pressure in the inhaledair. -Such a type J 
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of protection can in distinction from the chemical* be called 
physiological protection« ' Its ultimate mechanism is also 
ridScioie to the suppression of oxidising processes. 

In spite of the fact that a large number of protective 
preparations is being tested in various laboratories the world 
ever, only few of them show any promise. This is explained 
by the fact that, in addition to the chemical properties, a 
substantial part is also played by the physiochemical condi- 
tions» In the first place- cell-wall permeability serves as a 
limiting factor„ Many compounds which, according to their 
chemical properties, should manifest a prophylactic effect, 
turn out to be ineffective in connection with the fact that 
either they do not penetrate into the cells at all, or penet- 
rate at a very slow rate. An attempt, for instance, to in- 
crease the number of amino feroups lead3 to an increase in the 
polarity of the corresponding molecules which, as is well 
known, reduces, the capacity of molecules to penetrate into 
the cells. The second limiting condition is the toxicity 
of these compounds, which does not permit them to be introduced 
into the organism in sufficient quantity to afford protection, 
Finally, their stability is insufficient,, Many protective 
substances, when introduced into higher animals, do not have 
time to penetrate into the cells but, breaking down, react 
with various substances and thereby lose their protective 
properties. For this reason, many substances which manifest 
a protective effect in experiments, for instance, with bacteria 
turn out to be inapplicable to higher animals. 

As has already been indicated, prophylactic substances 
are effective only when introduced immediately prior to irradi- 
ation? employed already after irradiation and during the de- 
velopment of radiation sickness, they prove ineffective. Z. M. 
Bacq has been successful in obtaining a favorable effect with 
the introduction of large quantities of cysteine also in the 
hours most immediately following irradiation (however, he at- 
tributes it to the action of another mechanism). At later times3 
even the converse is noted, i.e„, a negative effect of these 
substances, connected apparently with the fact that, after ir- 
radiation, secondary reactions develop that can be reinforced 
by these substances» It has recently been repeatedly noted 
that, soon after irradiation, animal tissues acquire the pro- 
perty of undergoing antolysis, i.e., of being broken down by 
tissue enzymes, at a very much more rapid rate than the tissues 
of normal animals. As is well known, the process of antolysis, 
being dependent on the action of proteolytic (i.e., those which 
break down proteins) cell enzymes, is activated by such com- 
pounds as cystein and glutathione which manifest a protective 
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effect in cases of radiation contamination« „The ;unfavorable , 
action and the absence of a,positive effect upon the'introduc- 
tion of protective substances can, apparently, be explained;';-.'V". 
by the fact thatthe protective substances' and the lack of 
oxygen intensify the autolysis process, which plays a sub- 
stantial part in the development of radiation contamination* 

Although all the currently existing methods of protec- 
tion are directed at suppression of the oxidation reactions 
brought about by radiation, there is reason to suppose,that ' 
these reactions nevertheless do riot serve as 'the''.pole"primary, 
cause of radiation contamination, , It is possible that in the 
primazy reaction between the substance of a living organism;/. 
and radiation, other reactions originate as well, upon which • v 
antioxidahts suppressing the chain reactions have; no effect*  ; 

An analysis, of data obtained with the use of protective agents : 
shows that the protective: effect brought about by:chemical ;v 
agents does not provide absolute protection. -, 

At the present time, chemists have synthesized very 
many different compounds which have a protective effect. The; 
special attention of researchers ls; begiiinlng to;be drawn to ' 
those substances which, present inthe ceilsof organisms in' 
their normal condition, reduce their radiosensitivlty. The 
sensitivity of organisms to radiation is, as is well known, 
subject to strong fluctuations. It has, for instance, been 
established that among microbes of the same species, the radio- 
sensitivity of individual breeds [cultures?] can vary many 
hundredfold. For" instance., it has been shown that for the 
pigmented forms of one of the bacteria, the lethal dose amount- 
ed to 3p000,000 r, and for the unpigmented, to but U0,000 r. 
The radiation resistance of many organisms is connected, in 
addition to the metabolic characteristics, with the presence 
in their cells of substances capable of providing chemical 
protection. The attention of researchers is being drawn in 
this direction by such substances as some nuoleinic-acid de- 
rivatives, fatty substances and pigments, entering into the 

composition of cells. 
Study of the rules governing the mortality of organisms, 

in the period following irradiation, shows that this mortality 
is not uniformly distributed, but has peaks corresponding to 
specific periods (Figure 2). When subjected to the action of 
protective substances, the distribution picture for such mortal- 
ity "peaks" changesj however, in some of the peaks no influence 
is exerted on mortality by the protective substances, there 
"peaks of destruction" reflect the primary reactions, and the 
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data presented above can serve as proof of the fact that not 
ail these reactions can be suppressed by the prophylactic sub- 
stances known to us at the present time. 

# # # 

The problem of searching out full-valued chemical com- 
pounds which could inhibit the primary reactions of radiation 
contaminations is a very pressing one. The existing difficul- 
ties are linked to the fact that the complex of those radio- 
chemical reactions, the so-called primary reactions, which arise 
under the influence of radiation in various biochemical component 
elements of cells and tissues, has not yet been determined with 
sufficient clarity. In these reactions, which are accompanied 
by high ion yields, the principal part is played by active in- 
termediate nroducts — radicals and peroxides of various typeso 
To make possible the inhibition of the processes in their initial 
stage, it is necessary tc know what these products are, and 
this requires the joint participation, in the research, of 
chemists, physicist, and biologists. 
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Figure 2. Peaks of mouse mortality •with a radiation do&e of 1,000 
r of  - ray?. Depicted is the increment of mortality 
according to the logarithm of time. ?.- tine aftar 
irradiation (in days, according to Luchnik). 
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